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Towards an IGSN registration service for university researchers – Development of Kiel University’s IGSN service

Thorge Petersen, Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel

The International Generic Sample Number (IGSN) is a persistent identifier that enables researchers to cite samples in their publications. To register IGSNs, institutions need to be members of DataCite. While research institutions can easily integrate IGSN registration into their existing infrastructure, universities face challenges due to their diverse range of research disciplines and workflows, as well as their researchers’ use of different sample information systems. Despite these challenges, universities must maintain high-quality IGSN registrations to comply with DataCite requirements. At Kiel University, a service offering and corresponding software has been developed that can cover the different ways of working while ensuring the quality of the IGSN registrations.

The talk can be followed at:

https://helmholtz-berlin-de.zoom.us/j/81438239356?pwd=VFFjUjJqaVpQd0tsYVBBTCTGK21Odz09